
Fantastic Beasts Explore a new era of the Wizarding World before Harry Potter. 
Something mysterious is leaving a path of destruction in the streets of 1926 
New York, threatening to expose the wizarding community. Newt Scamander 
arrives in the city nearing the end of a global excursion to research and rescue 
magical creatures. When unsuspecting No-Maj Jacob Kowalski inadvertently lets 
some of Newt's beasts loose, a band of unlikely heroes must recover the missing 
beasts before they come to harm, but their mission puts them on a collision 
course with Dark . Warner
Live By Night Self-proclaimed anti-establishment outlaw Joe Coughlin (Oscar 
winner Ben Affleck) isn't like the gangsters he refuses to work for. He has a sense 
of justice and an open heart. Driven to right the wrongs committed against him, 
he heads down a risky path. He and his reckless crew leave Boston for Tampa, 
and white revenge tastes sweeter than the molasses in the illegal run he runs, 
Joe learns that it comes at a price. Warner
What Planet Are You From? To save his planet of men, an alien named Harold 
(Garry Shandling, Iron Man 2) is sent to Earth to procreate with a woman. But 
he’s worlds away from understanding the opposite sex. As he hits on every 
female in sight, he runs into one technical difficulty…his “member” buzzes when 
he’s aroused. On top of that, his pick-up lines are bad and his social skills are 
worse. Mix in a suspicious FAA official (John Goodman, Argo) and an 
underhanded co-worker (Greg Kinnear, Little Miss Sunshine) and Harold’s 
mission seems next to impossible. Through it all, Harold’s dating game 
adventures are geared toward one intergalactic goal: scoring – until he meets 
Ms. Right . MIll Creek
War on Everyone In this irreverent take on the buddy-cop genre from 
writer/director John Michael McDonagh, two nihilistic New Mexico police 
officers (Alexander Skarsgård and Michael Peña) get wind of a major heist while 
on suspension for abusing their authority one too many times. They decide to 
hobnob with the local criminal underworld while making plans to steal the loot 
for themselves, but soon realize they're in over their heads. Paul Reiser co-stars 
as the long-suffering police chief saddled with the unenviable task of keeping 
the bad cops in line. Lionsgate
Office Christmas Party In Office Christmas Party, when the CEO (Jennifer 
Aniston) tries to close her hard-partying brother's branch, he (T.J. Miller) and his 
Chief Technical Officer (Jason Bateman) must rally their co-workers and host an 
epic office Christmas party in an effort to impress a potential client and close a 
sale that will save their jobs. The latest comedy from directors Josh Gordon and 
Will Speck (BLADES OF GLORY) co-stars Kate McKinnon, Olivia Munn, Jillian Bell, 
Rob Corddry, Vanessa Bayer, Randall Park, Sam Richardson, Jamie Chung, and 
Courtney B. Vance in the funniest movie of the holiday season. Paramount
Monster Trucks "Fasten Your Seatbelts: Monster Trucks is big big fun!" Tripp is a 
high school senior with a knack for building trucks who makes an incredible 
discovery - a gas-guzzling creature named Czech. To protect his mischievous 
new friend, Tripp hides Creech under the hood of his latest creation, turning it 
into a real-life super powered Monster Truck. Together, this unlikely duo with a 
shared taste for speed team up on a wild and unforgettable journey to reunite 
Creech with his family Monster Trucks is a fun-filled, hilarious and heartfelt 
adventure that never slows down. Paramount
We Don't Belong Here Parents need to know that We Don't Belong Here 
portrays a modern-day, broken family in crisis. Bipolar disorder, struggles with 
homosexuality, teen sexual awakening, and the dire consequences of 
miscommunication lie at the heart of this intense drama. The Green family must 
confront old hurts and dark secrets. Violent sequences include: tragic car 
accidents, a suicide attempt, gunfire, and several murky memories of a sexual 
assault on a child. Characters (including minors) drink alcohol, smoke cigarettes 
or marijuana, and/or are reliant on prescription medications. Sexual situations 
are part of the tapestry of the story: a teen couple is shown before and after a 
first sexual experience; there is both heterosexual and homosexual kissing and 
embracing. Occasional profanity is heard ("f--k," "s--t," "ass," "boobies," "get 
laid"), and frank sexual conversations take place. Complicated, deeply intimate, 
and often confounding, this very mature movie is not for kids. Sony
A Love Song for Bobby Long Upon hearing of her mother's death, jaded 
teenage loner Purslane Hominy Will (Scarlett Johansson) returns to New Orleans 
for the first time in years, ready to reclaim her childhood home. Expecting to find 
her late mother's house abandoned, Pursy is shocked to discover that it is 
inhabited by two of her mother's friends: Bobby Long (John Travolta), a former 
literature professor, and his young protÃ©gÃ©, Lawson Pines (Gabriel Macht). 
These broken men, whose lives took a wrong turn years before, have been firmly 
rooted in the dilapidated house for years, encouraged only by Lawson's faltering 
ambitions to write a novel about Bobby Long's life. Having no intention of 
leaving, Pursy, Bobby Long and Lawson are all to live together. Yet as time passes, 
their tenuous, makeshift arrangement unearths a series of buried personal 
secrets that challenges their bonds, and reveals just how inextricably their lives 
are intertwined. Mill Creek
Lonely Hearts Based on a true story, Raymond Fernandez (Jared Leto) and 
Martha Beck (Salma Hayek) are two psychopaths with a passion for hot-blooded 
sex and cold-blooded murder. Placing ads in singles magazines, they prey on a 
series of rich, lonely women, whom they later swindle and kill. Leaving a trail of 
bodies that stretches from New York to Michigan, Raymond and Martha believe 
they're literally getting away with murder, until homicide detectives Elmer C. 
Robinson (John Travolta) and Charles Hildebrandt (James Gandolfini) pick up 
their trail. Co-starring Laura Dern, Scott Caan and Alice Krige. Mill Creek
Little Nikita FBI agent Roy Parmenter (Sidney Poitier) meets young Jeff Grant 
(River Phoenix) when the teen applies for the Air Force Academy. But some 
information catches Parmenter's eye and alerts him to the fact that all is not 
right. He finds that Jeff is the son of "sleeper" Soviet agents, planted in the US 
many years ago. In the course of Roy's investigation, he manages to develop a 
warm friendship with the boy. So he can't help but to get involved when he 
finds that someone else is trying to disturb the Grants' quiet life -- Parmenter's 
old rival, KGB operative Karpov. Karpov wants to force the reluctant Grants to go 
after a renegade Russian spy. Now the two cold war adversaries, Parmenter and 
Karpov, become once again engaged in a battle of wits and nerves... with the 
fate of the Grants at stake.
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